Background {#Sec1}
==========

Receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) function as oncogene drivers in solid tumors through diverse mechanisms including mutation, amplification and autocrine/paracrine activation. As an example, lung adenocarcinomas (LUADs) harbor diverse oncogenic RTKs and many, such as EGFR, ALK, and ROS1 have approved tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) that induce dramatic tumor responses \[[@CR1]--[@CR8]\]. Additional oncogenic drivers such as MET, RET and NTRK1 have more recently emerged and promising TKIs are under development \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\]. EGFR activation in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) through overexpression and autocrine/paracrine mechanisms is frequent and antibody-based EGFR inhibitors such as cetuximab are approved therapeutics that provide benefit \[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\]. Similarly, the ERBB2 oncogene is amplified or overexpressed in \~ 20% of breast cancers and inhibitory ERBB2 antibodies are effective in the treatment of these cancers \[[@CR17]\]. While application of precision medicine with therapeutics targeting RTKs yields dramatic responses in LUADs bearing oncogenic EGFR, ALK and ROS1 \[[@CR1]--[@CR4], [@CR6]--[@CR8]\], chronic control or cures have not yet been realized due to the inevitability of acquired resistance leading to tumor relapse. Likewise, treatment failures to EGFR and ERBB2 therapies in HNSCC and breast cancer are associated with frequent acquired resistance.

Over the past decade, mechanisms mediating acquired resistance to RTK inhibitors have been investigated through analysis of tumor samples obtained at disease progression and represents a thoroughly reviewed topic \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\]. Selection for acquired mutations that prevent TKI binding are frequent and next-generation inhibitors have been developed to block the drug-resistant forms of the oncogenic RTK. For example, the 3rd generation EGFR inhibitor, osimertinib, effectively inhibits the EGFR-T790 M protein that emerges in response to treatment with 1st generation EGFR inhibitors \[[@CR21]\]. While subsequent clinical responses to osimertinib can be striking, tumor elimination is still incomplete and is eventually accompanied by tumor progression. Thus, acquired resistance to targeted therapeutics likely represents the outgrowth of evolutionarily dominant clones and has encouraged a strategy of reacting to resistance rather than primary prevention. Similar to the experience with early therapeutic strategies for HIV or tuberculosis (reviewed in \[[@CR22]\]), strategies involving the deployment of sequential monotherapies, even with 2nd and 3rd generation agents, seem unlikely to yield long-term cancer control or cures.

A common feature of treatment failure with monotherapy, whether antimicrobial or anticancer, is the incomplete elimination of the bacterial or tumor cell targets \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. These persisting bacteria or cancer cells survive without evidence of mutations conferring drug resistance and with regard to cancer, have been referred to as "drug tolerant persisters" \[[@CR24]\] or "residual disease" \[[@CR23]\]. In addition to the concept reviewed herein that tumor cell reprogramming provides a mechanism for residual disease, the literature also supports intrinsic resistance of subsets of tumor cells due to intratumoral heterogeneity (see \[[@CR25]\] for an example relevant to lung cancer). Alternatively, pharmacokinetic failure can also provide a mechanism for incomplete tumor cell elimination. Central to this review article is the premise that residual disease, even after highly effective treatment with oncogene-targeted drugs, is responsible for eventual relapse. As a TKI-relevant example, analysis of the degree of tumor shrinkage in response to ALK inhibitors in patients with EML4-ALK positive lung cancer revealed a highly significant positive correlation with overall and progression-free survival \[[@CR26]\]. We propose that persisting tumor cells represent the major hurdle to further increases in the efficacy of targeted cancer therapies by serving as an incubator for eventual emergence of tumor cell clones that are resistant to the TKI. Thus, therapeutic regimens that achieve chronic, durable or curative goals must effectively eliminate this reservoir of residual disease. Herein, we will review the literature that supports the role of rapid tumor cell reprogramming as a mechanism promoting survival of persisting cancer cells following RTK-targeting agents through cancer cell autonomous and non-autonomous pathways involving paracrine communication with the tumor microenvironment (TME). Finally, we will consider rational combination strategies that might be deployed to eliminate or minimize residual disease.

RTK inhibitor-induced reprogramming with tumor cell autonomous functions {#Sec2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Rapidly induced bypass pathways {#Sec3}

An extensive literature demonstrates the dynamic nature of the kinome, the subset of the genome encoding protein kinases \[[@CR27]\], in response to drugs that inhibit dominant oncogenic pathways in cancer cells (reviewed in \[[@CR28]--[@CR31]\]). It is not our intention to exhaustively re-visit this literature here, but to highlight several recurring themes where rapid reprogramming may support tumor cell persistence in RTK-driven cancers (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A number of studies support the ability of TKIs to promote rapid de-repression of distinct RTKs, thereby providing emergent growth and survival signaling to bypass the inhibited receptor. In fact, the degree to which oncogene targeted agents lead to increased gene expression is relatively unappreciated compared to reduced gene expression events. Ware et al. \[[@CR32]\] demonstrated rapid induction of fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR) 2 and FGFR3 expression in EGFR-dependent lung cancer cells treated with EGFR-specific TKIs and cetuximab. FGFR2 induction was also induced by SRC and mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MAP2K, MEK) inhibitors, suggesting that these pathways may mediate EGFR-dependent repression of FGFR2 and FGFR3. In support, Sharifnia et al. \[[@CR33]\] deployed an ORF-based kinase screen to identify potential bypass signaling pathways in EGFR mutant PC9 lung cancer cells and identified both FGFR2 and FGFR1 (see below). In a glioblastoma cell line \[[@CR34]\], EGFR-specific TKIs transcriptionally de-repressed platelet-derived growth factor receptor β (PDGFRβ). The data supported a mechanism whereby EGFRvIII signaling actively suppresses PDGFRβ transcription in a target of rapamycin complex 1 (TORC1)- and extracellular signal--regulated kinase (ERK)-dependent manner. A distinct study in EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines demonstrated that EGFR-specific TKIs engage a positive feedback loop involving induction of FGFRs and IL6, leading to STAT3 activation to promote cell survival and limit overall drug-induced growth inhibition \[[@CR35]\]. Specifically, MAP2K/MEK inhibition led to autocrine activation of STAT3 via FGFR2, FGFR3 and, distal to IL6 and its receptor, Janus kinases (JAKs). Inhibition of MEK together with JAK and FGFRs enhanced tumor xenograft regression. Also in EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines, NFκB signaling was found to be rapidly induced upon EGFR inhibitor treatment to promote tumor cell survival and residual disease \[[@CR36]\]. Mechanistically, inhibition of oncogenic EGFR induced the formation of an EGFR-TRAF2-RIP1-IKK complex that stimulated NFκB-dependent transcription including increased IL6 which functioned in an autocrine fashion to stimulate STAT3 and survival. Combined, these studies support the involvement of the MEK/ERK pathway in kinome reprogramming as well as NFκB signaling proximal to IL6 expression.Fig. 1Rapidly induced cell autonomous bypass signaling. **a** Using EGFR mutated lung tumors as an example, oncogenic EGFR signals through the MEK/ERK pathway to drive growth and survival, but also suppresses FGFR2, FGFR3 and TGFβ2 expression. **b** Upon treatment with EGFR-specific TKIs, MEK/ERK activity is inhibited to reduce growth and survival signaling, but also de-represses alternative bypass growth and survival pathways including FGFR2, FGFR3, TGFβ2 and IL6. EGFR TKIs increase NFκB pathway activity which may drive expression of IL6 \[[@CR36]\]. These transcriptional changes result in establishment of emergent autocrine loops to ensure the continued growth and survival of the tumor in the presence of an EGFR inhibitor

Klezcko et al. \[[@CR37]\] analyzed gene expression changes in HNSCC cell lines treated for 3 days with TKIs targeting EGFR and/or FGFRs and identified transforming growth factor beta 2 (TGFβ2) as a rapidly and broadly induced gene. TGFβ2 mRNA was also increased in patient-derived HNSCC xenografts treated with cetuximab, demonstrating in vivo relevance of these findings. Moreover, functional genomics screens identified TGFβ2 and TGFβ receptors (TGFβRs) as synthetic lethal genes in the context of TKI treatment. Direct RNAi-mediated silencing of TGFβ2 and pharmacological TGFβR inhibitors reduced cell growth, both alone and in combination with TKIs. In summary, the studies support a TGFβ2-TGFβR pathway as a TKI-inducible growth pathway in HNSCC that limits efficacy of EGFR-specific inhibitors.

The literature reveals that altered gene transcription is not required for all rapid, TKI-induced reprogramming. Zhang et al. \[[@CR38]\] used phospho-tyrosine affinity purification coupled with mass spectrometry in an EML4-ALK fusion oncogene-driven lung cancer cell line, H3122, to define an ALK signaling network. Among the network elements identified, tyrosine phosphorylation of EGFR was shown to be increased upon treatment with ALK inhibitors. In a distinct study, Vaishnavi et al. \[[@CR39]\] specifically investigated the signaling requirement for EGFR in a panel of lung cancer cell lines driven by oncogenic fusion kinases including ALK, but also ROS1, NTRK1 and RET. Interestingly, fusion kinase inhibition enhanced binding of adaptor proteins to EGFR to yield continued signaling in the setting of TKI treatment. These findings unveil how non-mutated EGFR can provide rapid, transcription-independent adaptive survival signaling and cancer cell persistence in the setting of oncogene-specific inhibitors. Consistent with these findings, Singleton et al. \[[@CR40]\] deployed a genome-wide RNAi screen to identify genes whose silencing potentiate the inhibitory effect of FGFR-specific TKIs in HNSCC cell lines. The results revealed a role for multiple RTKs including EGFR, ERBB2 and MET in maintaining growth and survival signaling in HNSCC cells in the setting of FGFR inhibition. Moreover, triple combinations of TKIs inhibiting FGFRs, EGFR/ERBB2 and MET yielded greater growth inhibition compared to any double combination. As a group, these studies provide support for the concept of RTK co-activation networks in cancer cells \[[@CR31], [@CR41]\] and suggest that the inherent signaling flexibility provides a mechanism for incomplete growth inhibition with single TKI treatments.

### RTK signaling alterations with cell phenotype changes {#Sec4}

In addition to mechanisms involving rapidly induced bypass signaling, RTK inhibitor-induced epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) has emerged as a mechanism of resistance, especially in response to EGFR inhibitors. EMT (reviewed in \[[@CR42]\]) is an important consideration in the setting of residual disease since marked switching in RTK pathway dominance has been shown to occur (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple groups have submitted EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines to in vitro selection procedures with EGFR-specific TKIs and noted an increase in mesenchymal differentiation in the resulting TKI-resistant cultures \[[@CR43]--[@CR46]\]. Furthermore, this mechanism of resistance is not unique to lung cancer as an EMT mechanism of resistance to EGFR inhibition has been observed in HNSCC cell lines \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. As a rule, EGFR-dependent cancer cell lines that have undergone EMT as a mechanism of acquired resistance fail to exhibit previously documented molecular events such as selection for the EGFR T790 M gate-keeper mutation or MET amplification \[[@CR18]\]. Considering the marked difference in RTK dominance in isogenic epithelial and mesenchymal pairs of lung cancer cell lines generated through in vitro acquired TKI resistance \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\], it is likely that TKI insensitivity in these models is related to the emergence of distinct RTK pathways as growth drivers including FGFR family members and AXL. Ware et al. used multiple EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines rendered EGFR TKI resistant to demonstrate that acquisition of a mesenchymal phenotype was associated with acquired addiction to an FGF2-FGFR1 autocrine loop \[[@CR45]\]. This switch in pathway dependency was mediated by increased expression, but not amplification, of FGF2 and FGFR1. Moreover, growth of the resistant cultures could be completely inhibited by distinct FGFR-specific TKIs. While AXL was also increased in the EGFR TKI-resistant cell lines, growth sensitivity to crizotinib was not observed. However, in other studies, induction of a Gas6-AXL pathway associated with EMT was shown to mediate EGFR TKI-induced resistance in lung cancer \[[@CR51], [@CR52]\] to cetuximab and erlotinib in HNSCC \[[@CR53], [@CR54]\] and to ALK inhibitors in ALK^F1174L^-positive human neuroblastoma cells \[[@CR55]\].Fig. 2Phenotypic changes in EGFR mutant LUAD as a mechanism of resistance to targeted therapy. **a** In response to EGFR inhibitors, multiple groups have observed that EGFR mutant LUAD can undergo an epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT). Cells that have undergone EMT no longer rely on oncogenic EGFR as a driver, but rather on FGF2-FGFR1 and AXL signaling pathways induced as a consequence of EMT. **b** Clinically, EGFR mutant LUADs treated with EGFR-specific TKIs undergo a phenotypic switch to small cell lung cancer (SCLC) accompanied by TP53 mutant and loss of RB1 expression. This cell fate change has not been observed with in vitro models and the kinetics and mechanism are not well understood

Because of the chronic method by which TKI-resistant cell lines exhibiting mesenchymal differentiation were selected, it is unclear if TKI-induced EMT represents a rapid reprogramming event. Anecdotally, cell morphology changes occur within weeks of TKI treatment \[[@CR45]\]. Also, our own data from RNAseq analysis of EGFR mutant HCC4006 LUAD cells treated with EGFR TKIs over a time course of hours to weeks reveal loss of CDH1 and ESRP1, epithelial markers, within a week followed by more progressive induction of mesenchymal genes within 2 to 3 weeks \[[@CR56]\]. Thus, it seems plausible that therapy-induced EMT could emerge within the time frame of initial tumor shrinkage observed in patients and thereby contribute to the residual disease state. Clinically, only \~ 1--2% of EGFR mutant LUAD tumors progressing on TKIs exhibit a mesenchymal phenotype \[[@CR18]\]. Thus, despite the high frequency with which this program is observed in vitro, TKI-induced mesenchymal reprogrammed cells may exist only transiently during the evolution of acquired drug resistance, although this does not discount the potential importance of this reprogramming response for cancer cell persistence. As discussed below, molecular-based studies on biopsies obtained from cancers early in treatment with oncogene-targeted drugs will be required to assess if and to what degree inhibitor-induced mesenchymal differentiation occurs.

Clinically, emergence of TKI-resistant EGFR mutant LUADs that exhibit small cell lung cancer (SCLC) lineage markers and heralded by RB1 and TP53 loss (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) has been observed as another example of a reprogramming response \[[@CR18], [@CR57]--[@CR59]\], although this seems to be a late event in the course of therapy \[[@CR58]\]. Notably, these TKI-resistant tumors acquire sensitivity to cytotoxic therapy consistent with SCLC. Studies demonstrate that both tumor subtypes arise from a common EGFR mutant tumor rather than from two distinct cancers, indicating that the tumor has adopted an entirely different cell fate. While no preclinical models have been reported to exhibit this behavior, it seems likely that this will be driven by marked transcriptional reprogramming similar to induction of EMT where switching to the SCLC lineage would relieve cancer cells of their dependence on mutant EGFR.

Overall, these studies indicate that, with sufficient foresight of specific bypass signaling pathways induced in response to TKI-stimulated cellular reprogramming, effective drug combinations could be designed and deployed to bring about greater tumor inhibition. However, in many cases, there appears to be significant diversity and/or redundancy in bypass pathway utilization in different cancer cell lines. For full implementation, the degree of variability in the reprogramming response across an oncogene-defined set of cancers will need to be fully understood. In this regard, a general caveat of the preclinical studies showing TKI-induced reprogramming is that the conclusions are frequently derived from a limited number of cell lines. As further developed below, it will be critical to interrogate the reprogrammed state in primary cancers under treatment to fully appreciate the heterogeneity of response. Moreover, if multiple mechanisms emerge in oncogene-defined cancer subsets, consideration must be given to biomarkers in pretreatment biopsies that may predict a specific reprogramming response.

An alternative approach to combinations of RTK inhibitors with specific bypass pathway inhibitors is to target the driving RTK oncogene in combination with agents that block the reprogramming response at the transcriptional level. As an example, Stuhlmiller et al. demonstrated rapid lapatinib-induced reprogramming in a panel of ERBB2+ breast cancer cell lines \[[@CR60]\]. The adaptive responses involved reactivation of ERBB signaling as well as transcriptional upregulation and activation of multiple tyrosine kinases. Their findings showed that inhibition of BET bromodomain chromatin readers with drugs like JQ1 suppressed transcription of many of the lapatinib-induced kinases involved in resistance. Moreover, combining inhibitors of ERBB2 and chromatin readers to prevent kinome reprogramming blocked outgrowth of adapted cancer cells assessed with in vitro assays. Although the combination of lapatinib and chromatin reader inhibitors was not tested in xenograft models, combinations of MAP2K inhibitors and a BRD4 inhibitor, I-BET151, provided improved triple-negative breast cancer xenograft control relative to monotherapies \[[@CR61]\]. Clinical grade BRD4 inhibitors \[[@CR62], [@CR63]\] have been developed and their single agent activity in cancer patients is presently being tested in clinical trials.

RTK-induced reprogramming with putative non-tumor cell autonomous functions {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Studies investigating reprogramming responses to RTK inhibitors in cancer cells addicted to specific oncogenic RTKs have tended to largely interpret the results from a cancer cell autonomous viewpoint. It is clear that RTK inhibitor-induced reprogramming induces secretion of myriad factors, some of which may signal in a paracrine fashion to the TME (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the present era of heightened awareness of the contribution of the TME to cancer cell growth and therapeutic response \[[@CR64]--[@CR66]\], it is important to consider functions of reprogramming that will not be fully appreciated when interpreted from the cell autonomous view. For example, in light of the potent activity of IL6 on many cell types, the aforementioned TKI-induced secretion of this interleukin is likely to initiate paracrine signaling to the TME in addition to autocrine actions on the cancer cells. Caetano et al. \[[@CR67]\] demonstrated in KRAS mutant LUAD that IL6 inhibitors reduced autocrine growth and survival signaling on tumor cells, but also markedly altered the lung microenvironment to adopt an anti-tumor phenotype evidenced by reduced pro-tumor immune cells (M2-type macrophages, granulocytic myeloid-derived suppressor cells, and T-regulatory/Th17 cells) and increased anti-tumor Th1 and CD8+ T cells. Similarly, EGFR inhibitor-stimulated production and secretion of TGFβ2 functions as an autocrine growth factor in HNSCC cells \[[@CR37]\], but is predicted to exert diverse effects on the TME, including the immune microenvironment. For example, Bedi et al. \[[@CR68]\] showed that tumor cell-expressed TGFβ exerts an extrinsic inhibition of the cytotoxic function of immune effectors by suppressing the expression of key molecular effectors including Apo2L/TRAIL, CD95L/FasL, granzyme B, and interferon gamma (IFNγ). Moreover, combinatorial treatment with cetuximab and a TGFβ--blocking antibody resulted in complete tumor regression of HNSCC xenografts. Thus, the literature supports the ability of RTK inhibitor-induced reprogramming through increased secretion of IL6 and TGFβ to enhance immune evasion such that combinations of RTK inhibitors and blockade of IL6 or TGFβ signaling allows participation of the immune response in tumor control.Fig. 3Rapid transcriptional changes in response to oncogenic RTK inhibition may function in a non-cell autonomous manner. Targeted RTK inhibitors stimulate rapid transcriptional induction of TGFβ2, IL6, and a type I IFN program that includes the chemokines, CXCL9 and CXCL10. As shown, these rapidly induced secreted factors are proposed to signal in a paracrine manner to the TME including cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) and pro-tumorigenic and anti-tumorigenic cell types of the immune microenvironment. IL6 and TGFβ2 act on the TME to inhibit the activity of CD8+ T cells and increase the recruitment of pro-tumor immune cells including M2-type macrophages and granulocytic myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs). Additionally, cytokines can increase the activation of CAFs in the TME to increase tumorigenesis. By contrast, the type I IFN response genes, CXCL9 and CXCL10, lead to recruitment of specific T cells and natural killer (NK) cell populations that function in an anti-tumorigenic manner. The balance of these paracrine signals is predicted to contribute to overall tumor growth and survival in the setting of RTK inhibitors, but also to increase vulnerability to distinct immunotherapy strategies

A well-defined side effect of small molecule and antibody-based inhibitors of EGFR is an acneiform rash \[[@CR16]\]. The literature \[[@CR69]--[@CR71]\] reveals that this particular side effect of EGFR inhibitors is related to a suppressive effect of EGFR signaling on the dermal innate immune responses. Pastore and colleagues \[[@CR69], [@CR72]\] have shown that EGFR inhibitors induce a type I IFN response in human skin and cultured keratinocytes where the type I IFN response pathway has classically been viewed as an innate cellular response to combat viral infection as well as to communicate with the adaptive immune system through increased CXCL9 and CXCL10 chemokine expression \[[@CR73], [@CR74]\]. A microarray analysis of cetuximab-treated A431 cells revealed similar evidence of IFN and STAT1 activation \[[@CR75]\]. Pollack et al. \[[@CR76], [@CR77]\] demonstrated that EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors and cetuximab enhanced induction of MHC class I and II by IFNγ in primary keratinocytes and A431 cells. Notably, increased MHC class I expression was actually independent of IFNγ. Also, skin biopsies from cancer patients exhibited increased epidermal MHC class I protein expression during therapy with an EGFR inhibitor. In a cohort of patients bearing EGFR mutant lung cancers, increased peripheral natural killer cells and INFγ were observed after 4 weeks of gefitinib treatment while circulating IL6 levels were decreased, especially in those patients sensitive to gefitinib \[[@CR78]\]. Giles et al. presented evidence of IFN-stimulated gene induction in HNSCC cells adapted for resistance to erlotinib \[[@CR54]\]. These published findings are intriguing and suggest that RTK inhibitors activate paracrine communication with the TME through a type I IFN program and potentially influence immune responses through recruitment and activation of the adaptive immune system as well as modulating MHC expression and antigen presentation. In our own studies \[[@CR56], [@CR79]\], expression array and RNAseq experiments reveal broad and marked induction of IFN-stimulated genes including CXCL10 in HNSCC cell lines and EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines treated with EGFR inhibitors as well as EML4-ALK-driven cell lines treated with crizotinib. Combined, the findings support a hypothesis that oncogenic RTKs actively suppress type I IFN pathways, thereby contributing to immune evasion. Thus, testing of rational combinations of RTK inhibitors and immune therapies is supported by these findings.

Identifying vulnerabilities in persistent tumor cells and development of rational combination therapies {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Functional genomics screens have been deployed to provide an unbiased approach to interrogating vulnerabilities in oncogene-driven cancer cells. To identify targets that could be inhibited in combination with EGFR-specific TKIs to yield deeper growth inhibition in EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines, Casas-Selves et al. \[[@CR80]\] used a genome-wide shRNA screen and identified multiple components of the canonical Wnt pathway as contributors to the maintenance of NSCLC cells during EGFR inhibition. Among these, the poly-ADP-ribosylating enzymes tankyrase 1 and 2 that positively regulate canonical Wnt signaling were highlighted. Moreover, inhibition of tankyrase and various other components of the Wnt pathway with shRNAs or small molecules significantly increased the efficacy of EGFR inhibitors both in vitro and in vivo. Subsequently, Scarborough et al. \[[@CR81]\] completed a pre-clinical evaluation of a tankyrase inhibitor, AZ1366, in combination with EGFR-specific TKIs in EGFR mutant lung cancer cell lines. In combination with EGFR inhibitors, AZ1366 synergistically suppressed proliferation of multiple lung cancer lines. Also, co-administration of EGFR inhibitor and AZ1366 provided better tumor control and improved survival in mice bearing orthotopic xenografts.

In addition to oncogenic EGFR and distinct RTKs activated through gene-rearrangements, increased expression of the non-mutated RTK, FGFR1, is observed in lung cancers of all histologies \[[@CR82]--[@CR86]\], mesotheliomas \[[@CR87]\] and HNSCC \[[@CR88]--[@CR91]\]. To identify additional druggable vulnerabilities to set the stage for more effective combination therapies in FGFR1-dependent cancer, Singleton et al. \[[@CR92]\] deployed kinome-targeting shRNA libraries to screen for protein kinase pathways that would significantly increase sensitivity to FGFR-specific TKIs. The screens identified MTOR as a high-ranking synthetic lethal hit in the setting of FGFR-specific TKIs in FGFR1-driven lung cancer and HNSCC cell lines. Importantly, in vivo studies demonstrated increased anti-tumor activity of FGFR TKIs in combination with MTOR inhibitors using xenograft models.

A study by Harbinski et al. \[[@CR93]\] used a cDNA library encoding secreted proteins to systematically assess the potential of secreted proteins including diverse growth factors to induce resistance to kinase inhibitors in cancer cell lines highly addicted to MET, FGFR2 or FGFR3. The results revealed ligand-mediated activation of alternative RTK expressed on TKI-naïve cancer cells that functioned as bypass pathways to MET and FGFR-specific TKIs. The implication of this study is that relevant growth and survival signaling can arise through ligand-mediated paracrine communication between cancer cells and the TME. Moreover, these signal pathways will not be identified with in vitro assays or screens. As a potentially relevant example, published studies reveal exquisite in vitro sensitivity of FGFR1-dependent cancer cell lines to FGFR-specific TKIs, although their in vivo sensitivity to these drugs was rather modest \[[@CR87], [@CR92]\]. In this regard, the reduced in vivo sensitivity to FGFR-specific TKIs is consistent with results of clinical trials in FGFR positive solid tumors where only partial responses have been observed in \~ 10% of patients \[[@CR94]--[@CR97]\]. Our group is presently exploring the hypothesis that FGFR-dependent cancers receive significant paracrine input from the TME that diminishes the degree of dependency on over-expressed or oncogenically mutated FGFR pathways. Our approach involves functional RNAi screens, but in the in vivo setting using orthotopic xenograft models with the goal of identifying receptor pathways that yield synthetic lethal phenotypes in FGFR-specific TKI-treated xenograft tumors.

Perspectives and priorities {#Sec7}
---------------------------

### Defining TKI-induced reprogramming in primary specimens from tumors under treatment with oncogene targeted therapies {#Sec8}

Numerous studies have examined mechanisms of acquired resistance presenting at tumor progression which likely reflect outgrowth of dominant evolutionarily-selected clones. By contrast, much less is known about signaling and transcriptional mechanisms in the setting of early residual disease following oncogene inhibition, in part because patient biopsies are rarely performed early during response to therapy \[[@CR23]\]. Obviously, the molecular evaluation of the residual disease state in primary tumor specimens early during oncogene-targeted therapy would provide a multilayered view of the cancer-TME "ecosystem" that ultimately drives resistance in patients. Also, in keeping with the topics discussed above, the resistance-conferring features of both tumor cell autonomous and non-autonomous signaling could be explored. In this regard, Song et al. \[[@CR98], [@CR99]\] recently published an extensive analysis of the transcriptomes of primary melanoma regressing on MAPK inhibitor therapy. Residual tumors displayed evidence of mesenchymal, angiogenic, and IFN pathway reprogramming as well as growth and survival dependence on multiple RTKs and PD-L2, an immune checkpoint protein. This comprehensive inspection of residual melanoma early in therapy illuminates multiple putative vulnerabilities that can be reverse translated to laboratory-based studies using murine models of melanoma.

Similar "window of opportunity" trials are being launched to study remnant lung tumor samples after oncogene targeted therapies. McCoach and colleagues \[[@CR100]\] are implementing a clinical trial (NCT03088930) in which patients with early stage lung cancers bearing activating mutations in ALK, ROS1 or MET exon 14 are treated with neoadjuvant crizotinib. After 6 weeks of therapy, definitive surgical resection is performed, thereby providing patient benefit, but also primary tumor tissue for multiple molecular-based analyses. Also, a clinical trial entitled "*Early Rebiopsy to Identify Biomarkers of Tumor Cell Survival Following EGFR TKI Therapy* (NCT03042221)" will molecularly analyze paired baseline biopsy specimens from advanced stage EGFR mutant lung cancers and biopsies obtained following 2 weeks of EGFR TKI-targeted treatment with the intention to identify early adaptive mechanisms of cell survival in the setting of oncogene-targeted therapy. Preliminary RNAseq analysis of two sets of paired biopsies reveals evidence of both tumor cell autonomous and non-autonomous transcriptional responses \[[@CR56]\]. Analysis of a larger set of samples is predicted to shed considerable light on the heterogeneity of the reprogramming response in residual EGFR mutant lung cancer. A search of [clinicaltrials.gov](http://clinicaltrials.gov) indicates other similar neoadjuvant trials based on oncogene-targeted agents have either been completed or are open and active (*Surgery for Early Lung Cancer With Preoperative Erlotinib (Tarceva): A Clinical Phase II Trial (SELECT)*, NCT00462995 (completed, no data posted); *Study of TARCEVA (Erlotinib) as Adjuvant Treatment for Locally Advanced Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma*, NCT01515137 (completed, no data posted)). These clinical protocols with specific intention to collect samples of tumors early during targeted therapy are anticipated to provide a clearer molecular understanding of residual cancer that will prompt informative laboratory studies.

### Immune competent murine models of oncogene-driven solid cancers for reverse translational studies {#Sec9}

The aforementioned clinical protocols will provide rich insight into the biology of residual disease and potentially drive reverse translational research \[[@CR101]\] to explore molecular and cellular mechanisms. Success in this endeavor demands rigorous models of oncogene-driven cancers that permit testing of both cancer cell autonomous and non-autonomous signaling mediating tumor cell persistence. Genetically engineered mouse models of oncogene-driven cancers appear to generate tumors that lack the mutation burden typified by their human equivalents and therefore, may not fully reflect the conversation between cancer cells and the immune microenvironment \[[@CR102]\]. Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models require humanized murine hosts which continue to undergo optimization \[[@CR103]\]. Moreover, while PDXs are presumed to more faithfully represent primary cancers compared to tumor-derived cell line models, a recent report reveals that the molecular features of PDXs diverge substantially from the parental tumors during passage \[[@CR104]\]. As alternatives to these approaches, we favor established murine cancer cell lines that bear relevant mutation burdens and can be implanted into immune competent hosts to enable full communication with the TME, including the immune microenvironment \[[@CR105]--[@CR107]\]. Advantages of implantable murine cancer cell line models are the ability to manipulate them with molecular biological techniques and complete in vivo testing in a fully immune competent host. A disadvantage is the paucity of oncogene-driven murine cancer cell lines that serve as models for the human disease. However, the characterization of the mutation landscape of different solid tumors coupled with the power of CRISPR/Cas9 techniques to engineer specific oncogenic mutations in mice \[[@CR108]\] provides a path forward for development of additional murine cancer cell lines that can model relevant subsets of human oncogene-driven cancers. Murine cancer cell lines established from EML4-ALK-positive tumors initiated with CRISPR/Cas9 techniques reveals that they retain the predicted oncogene-addicted state, bear relevant mutation burden and exhibit responses to immunotherapy consistent with the human disease \[[@CR105], [@CR108]\]. If successful, these models may unveil RTK inhibitor responses in a fully immune competent TME that will permit rigorous evaluation of rationally-based drug combinations to greatly reduce or eliminate the residual disease observed with monotherapy strategies.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

The clinical experience with TKI monotherapy in cancers bearing oncogenic RTKs highlights the importance of defining next-generation strategies that will reduce or eliminate acquired resistance. While serial deployment of 2nd and 3rd generation TKIs may increase the duration of response, resistance still eventually emerges due to residual disease. Based on the studies reviewed in this article, approaches whereby novel and rational "upfront" combinations of TKIs and drugs targeting signal pathways that prevent rapid tumor cell reprogramming must be identified and prioritized for preclinical testing. Evidence that blocking oncogenic pathways within cancer cells unleashes paracrine signaling between cancer cells and the TME, including the innate and adaptive immune systems, supports the continued development of transplantable murine cancer cell lines that faithfully represent oncogene-driven human cancers for subsequent analysis of the impact of TME-cancer cell crosstalk on TKI efficacy in fully immune competent hosts. This latter approach will permit rational evaluation of combinations of TKIs with drugs targeting TME pathways as well as approved and emerging immunotherapeutics. Finally, these studies must be accompanied by deep evaluation of molecular responses in primary human tumors early during TKI treatment to determine the kinetics of the processes as well as the degree of variation across tumor subtypes. Combined, these strategies may yield novel combination therapies that maximize the initial tumor shrinkage response, thereby leading to stable disease or perhaps cures.
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